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THE MICO RISON UNDERGROUND
01 Zero Love Clown
There are only a few words left that matter
If this was so important I wouldn’t need to write it down
Zero love clown

02 Who Knows?
So who in here thinks themselves pretty?
Watches themselves til they start to feel witty?
Sit at home looking for something to call bitter?
Waiting for these dreams to come out of your head quicker?
Watches his friends til they fall cause he knows
If they fall then they all get to call him hero
Like it even counts if theres no camera roll
And when he dies you know he goes where we go
Who knows?
So why don’t we all get real busy?
Some other guy knows where it’s at, well who is he?
Spin me around til I start to get dizzy
I think when I go that you’ll say that you’ll miss me
Line for a time with a place in the show
And the hole in his heart is his ace in the hole
Nevermind, do your part to replace status quo
But when he dies you know that he goes where we go
Who knows?
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THE OVERNIGHT
03 Mastermind
Come and see
Let’s all watch the falling star
Come with me
Come and watch him catch bizarre
The promisee
Is now a realized beta noire
By degrees
He’s only lost eight pounds so far
The mastermind!
What else will he leave behind?
It’s just a game
It’s also quite a siren song
What’s his name
We’ll all forget before too long
With the blame
We all know that he wasn’t strong
Such a shame
Did you hear that he wrote love songs?
The mastermind!
What else will he leave behind?
Here we all go the mastermind
What else can he leave behind?
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THE OVERNIGHT
04 Do You Still Pull the Strings?
Do you still pull the strings
On the amateurish things?
Lately it just seems like we take it lying down
Do you still pull the strings
Or have they clipped your wings?
Let’s party like it’s yesterday because that’s when it really happened
Do you still have the know
Or did they pull the plug on your show?
Do you always trip when the DJ changes tempo?
Are you still the king?
Is it still going down?
Do you pull the strings or hang by them?
Do you still wear the crown?
Do you still hit the strings?
And do they vibrate just so?
And does the music get you high when you feel like going low?
So who pulls the strings while you mind your things?
Can a marionette dance when it hates what the dance brings?
Yeah, we pull the strings
We make the bad things go away
We’ll cover up your head when the rain comes out to play
Do you still pull the strings?
Do you tell it when to go?
And do they let you love when you’re stuck on solo?
I hear you pull the strings
I think you still get down
I guess life is fine and I’m doin all right
It’s not so bad being a zero love clown

05 The Overnight
(instrumental)
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THE OVERNIGHT
Mico Rison
The Overnight
The idea was not to make the record I want to make today, but to make the record that I wanted
to make in college - using some old lyrics from my notebooks, all new music, dropped D tuning
as a rule, no cheating by going to the 4 here and the 5 there, but just playing the D chord until
something weird happens, like I used to. The vocal melodies have huge jumps, like I know
some of you hate. It’s not blues or pop, on purpose. Also, I still can’t really sing. This means
fewer people will like it, and to that, I say, it’s about time.
Guess it’s time for that thing I want. Guess I’ll have to make it up.
Everything in the album is all me - no borrowing lyrics, no pre-made drum loops - and in certain
places, the record suffers from this. I have friends who are better writers that I am, and there are
plenty of public-domain loops with a better backbeat, but if nothing else, this one’s all me. I
programmed the beats one hit at a time, playing them out on my eight-year-old laptop keyboard.
I did what I could, but didn’t want to produce it to oblivion. It’s for the best.
This release is TMRU03, following “The Skull” EP and the “TMRU” album. You don’t want to
hear “The Skull,” which was written and recorded in one day, but I’ll get you a copy of “TMRU” if
you don’t have one. I wrote and recorded it in 2002, while still an angry young man of sorts, and
it features instant pop smashes like “Invisible Part One” and “Blood-Flavored Spit.” (Those two
actually have decent choruses.)
… The bass is a huge part of the mix on each song, and I didn’t want this to get muddy after
an .mp3 conversion. If these files are unplayable on your computer, then fine, we are no longer
friends, or just let me know and I’ll make .mp3s (no lower than 320kbps - civilization demands
standards). Listen to it at night in the car if at all possible.
Thanks for reading, thanks for listening, thanks for watching. Thanks to Shane for the ‘80s
Japanese metal Strat and Peavey bass, as well as the tambourines, both of which are played
simultaneously on “Strings.” Thanks to David for slowly getting rid of his death-metal pedal
collection by giving them all to me, one at a time as he found them in his closet or wherever,
over about a decade. Thanks to Dean and Adam as I either ran ideas by them or pulled things
from general conversation. Thanks to Tim for challenging my ideas of songwriting. I will actually
listen to you on the next record, I swear. Thanks to Kris and the guys for helping me shoot
aliens in the face this year. Finally, as this is only going out to friends and family, thanks for
being just that.
Mario
Phoenix, AZ
September, 2015
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